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H d h d tiHydro-hegemony and cooperation

What are the diving factors between positive-
sum and negative-sum HH?g
What does ‘win-win’, ‘cooperation’ signify?

Cooperation highly case sensitiveCooperation highly case-sensitive
Differing characteristics/nature of cooperation

Perceived link of ‘benefit-sharing’ and 
‘cooperation’p

How is ‘benefit-sharing’ achieved; mechanism
Does ‘benefit sharing’ actually allow for better
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Does benefit-sharing  actually allow for better 
cooperation?



P li th ki f ‘ ti ’Pealing the skin of ‘cooperation’

Focus: usage of benefits as incentives in river 
development agreements
Hypothesis: ‘benefit-sharing’ locks in the riparian states 
in a framework where they must work together to 

i i h i b fimaintain their own benefits

State of interdependency 
Hydro-hegemons themselves are bound to the 
framework, but are more likely to have certain resources, 
tactics and strategies to define and time the benefits
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C ti l iComparative analysis
O Ri B iOrange River Basin
Ganges River Basin

Specifically only uppermost riparian regionSpecifically only uppermost riparian region
River development projects where treaties have been 
signed

Basin Upstream Downstream Bilateral Treaty HH
O L th S th Af i T t f th L thOrange 
basin

Lesotho South Africa Treaty of the Lesotho 
Highlands Water 
Project (1986)

+sum

j ( )
Ganges 
basin

Nepal India Mahakali Treaty 
(1996)

-sum
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Source: http://www.dwaf.gov.za/orange/default.htm



6Source: http://www.dwaf.gov.za/orange/default.htm



Wh d l th t i th Hi hl d ?Why develop the waters in the Highlands?

Project Objective
Water transfer→all infrastructure financed by South Africa
H d f L th L th ’ l ibilitHydropower for Lesotho→Lesotho’s sole responsibility

Importance of water transfer schemes for South AfricaImportance of water transfer schemes for South Africa
Orange: most developed river
Benefits of cost savingsBenefits of cost savings

Lesotho’s mountainous location as an advantage
Small basin area, large runoffg
Gravity flow
Less evaporative loss

f f
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Benefits of royalty revenue, hydropower generation
Spin-off benefit of infrastructure, rural development



Basin Area and Annual Runoff of the Orange River
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South Africa’s mixed message in Sout ca s ed essage
early negotiations

1956-60s
Unwillingness to resort to foreign water

19701970s
Souring neighbor relationships over apartheid
C d t f ibilit t di i t b kd f d htConduct feasibility studies against backdrop of droughts

• Water scarcity as a pressing problem
1980-19861980-1986

Use of carrot and stick
• Threat to pull out of the project over security pact issuep p j y p

1986
Signing of Treaty with new military Lesotho government
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g g y y g
• Costs and benefits presented in a three-year feasibility study



South Africa’s compliance to the Sout ca s co p a ce to t e
Treaty but…

1986- early 1990s
Feasibility studies and construction under deep (mutual) 
mistrustmistrust
No treaty change despite major political changes

Late 1990s-presentLate 1990s-present
Showcase for cooperation, “jewel” of SADC cooperation
Institutional changeInstitutional change

• JPTC to LHWC for better monitoring of the project
Delay of future phasese ay o u u e p ases

• Balancing domestic development and regional 
development as a leading figure of SADC ideals
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• Same delegate on LHWC and ORASECOM



Mahakali Treaty: Main Components

Clarification of previous agreements:Clarification of previous agreements:
Sarada Treaty (1920), Tanakpur 
Agreement (1991)

Water and electricity sharing at 
Sarada Barrage, Tanakpur Barrage

Source: http://www.nesaj.org/nesajpatra/december2003/article_kaushal.html



Mahakali Treaty: Main Components

Pancheswar Multipurpose Dam Projectp p j
Bilateral project for irrigation, flood
control, hydropower generation

Source: http://www.nesaj.org/nesajpatra/december2003/article_kaushal.html



P i t t tiPrevious upstream treaties

Name of 
Treaty

Year
Signed

Aspects of Controversy

Sarada 1920 Nepal: Discontent with water allocation
Quantity issuesQuantity issues

Koshi 1954 Nepal: Inadequate compensation, 
ambiguous hydropower agreement g y p g
component

Sovereignty issues

Gandak 1959 Irrigation prospects of India unspecified
Nepal: unclear concrete benefits
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R f M k h li IReasons for Makahali Impasse

Delayed project implementation
Detailed Project Report

Controversy over Article 3 of Treaty; 
“equal entitlement”, “existing consumptive use” 

Nepal: 1000 cusec (wet season) and 300 cusec (dry 
season) 
No clarifications of India’s prior water useNo clarifications of India s prior water use

Strong Nepalese mistrust
“hesitant to make bold decisions for the positive use ofhesitant to make bold decisions for the positive use of 
the country’s water resources” (Salman and Uprety, 
2002)
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U b l d t h i

Water Sharing Provisions between India and

Unbalanced water sharing

N f A P t f fl

Water Sharing Provisions between India and 
Nepal before the Mahakali Treaty

Name of 
treaty

Average 
annual river 
flow

Percentage of average flow
India's share 
(As per canal

Nepal’s share (as 
per treaty)flow 

(m3/sec)
(As per canal 
capacity)

per treaty)

Sarada 725 50.5 3.7Sarada 725 50.5 3.7

Koshi 1550 40.6 1.3

G d k 1590 56 0 2 1Gandak 1590 56.0 2.1
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(Source: Siddiqi, T.A. &Tahir-Kheli, S.(2003) Executive Summary: 
Project on “Water Security in South Asia”, GEE-21)



I di ’ h t i f i d l tIndia’s rhetoric for river development

Integrated development
Equal entitlement
Benefit and cost sharing
No harm

Landmark treaty laying foundation for future agreements
Conscious reference to international standards

Preservation of “existing use”
E h N l’ ll t d tiEnhances Nepal’s small country syndrome actions
Unclear indication of the proof of concept (new benefits)  
for the project
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for the project



I t d d i i b iInterdependence in river basins

Upper Orange:
Lesotho highly depends on the LHWP for economic 
development
South Africa has to comply to the Treaty to secure p y y
stable and cheap water supply AND maintain its 
moral obligation to develop the SADC region; 
locked-in
But at the same time use its diplomatic power in 
institutions to reap the benefits at its own 
appropriate timing
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I t d d i i b iInterdependence in river basins

Upper Ganges
Superficial cooperation with institutional setting
India’s rhetoric in justifying the development projects 
emphasizes the inequity of quantitative issues from p q y q
past negotiations
India and Nepal cannot be locked-in until such p
issues are dealt with

• India is not necessarily bound to the Treaty or y y
physical implementation of the projects to receive 
benefits 
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I t d d d + HHInterdependency and +sum HH

Interdependency of the basin states through river 
development projects seems to sustain cooperation
Th i t d d t l ti hi i t il tThe interdependent relationship is not necessarily out 
of the hydro-hegemon’s good will or progressive 
attitude to holistic developmentattitude to holistic development

Remaining questions:Remaining questions:
Systematic understanding of why benefit-sharing can 
be strong enough for locking in statesg g g

Not material benefits from bilateral agreement but non-
water sector benefits seem to be stronger in locking in.
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• i.e. Upper Ganges: no explicit spin off benefits


